To learn from their environments, infants must detect structure behind pervasive variation. This presents substantial and largely untested learning challenges in early language acquisition. The current experiments address whether infants can use statistical learning mechanisms to segment words when the speech signal contains acoustic variation produced by changes in speakers' voices. In Experiment 1, 8-and 10-month-old infants listened to a continuous stream of novel words produced by 8 different female voices. The voices alternated frequently, potentially interrupting infants' detection of transitional probability patterns that mark word boundaries. Infants at both ages successfully segmented words in the speech stream. In Experiment 2, 8-month-olds demonstrated the ability to generalize their learning about the speech stream when presented with a new, acoustically distinct voice during testing. However, in Experiments 3 and 4, when the same speech stream was produced by only 2 female voices, infants failed to segment the words. The results of these experiments indicate that low acoustic variation may interfere with infants' efficiency in segmenting words from continuous speech, but that infants successfully use statistical cues to segment words in conditions of high acoustic variation. These findings contribute to our understanding of whether statistical learning mechanisms can scale up to meet the demands of natural learning environments.
Learners face the daunting challenge of detecting structure amid wide variation in their environments. Exemplars of concepts, events, words, and grammatical patterns vary in many ways that obscure a clear delineation of structure. For example, items within an object category can differ in color and size, repetitions of events vary in actors and locations, and tokens of words differ across sentential contexts and superficial voice characteristics. Surface form variation occurs when the perceptual details of elements in the input are not identical even when they belong to the same category. To identify underlying structure, learners must process surface variation in ways that permit the detection of what is consistent, relevant, and meaningful across exemplars. The present research investigates how variation in voice-a salient source of variability in natural language environments-affects infants' detection of statistical regularities in fluent speech, which is a fundamental process in language acquisition. The experiments also address an outstanding issue in language acquisition research: whether statistical learning mechanisms can meet the kinds of processing demands that infants face in their natural language environments.
The demands of coping with surface variation are illustrated by infants' early attempts to recognize words. Each time a word is produced, its acoustic form differs depending on who says the word, the speaker's affect, speaking style, and speaking rate, as well as the sentence context. Importantly, infants do not begin learning language with a priori knowledge of which sound variants refer to a common concept and which variants distinguish between words. Early in development, infants have substantial difficulty recognizing words across surface variation. For example, in a word segmentation task conducted by Singh, Morgan, and White (2004) , 7.5-month-olds failed to recognize native-language words across a change in affect (e.g., isolated words spoken with positive affect during familiarization but neutral affect during testing within fluent passages). The same pattern of results occurred when the words changed in voice pitch (Singh, White, & Morgan, 2008) or speaker gender (Houston & Jusczyk, 2000 . Examining a comparable surface-level change, Schmale and colleagues reported that a change in dialect from familiarization to testing disrupted word recognition in 9-month-olds (Schmale, Cristia, Seidl, & Johnson, 2010; Schmale & Seidl, 2009) . Varying speakers' voices has also been shown to interfere with lexical processing in adults (Goldinger, 1998; Goldinger, Pisoni, & Logan, 1991; Palmeri, Gold-inger, & Pisoni, 1993) . These lines of work have been crucial for revealing the potential for surface variation to interfere with learning. If infants fail to detect recurrences of words across acoustic variations, they should have difficulty recognizing words as they occur across contexts, and these contexts are key for determining the full meanings and grammatical roles of words.
Statistical word segmentation presents an excellent test case for examining how variation affects learners' ability to detect structure in complex, novel patterns. Furthermore, investigating how acoustic variation affects statistical word segmentation is essential for understanding the utility of statistical learning mechanisms for supporting natural language processing. In statistical word segmentation, infants exploit patterns in syllable co-occurrences to detect words in fluent speech. In natural speech, the transitional probability from one syllable to the next (defined as the frequency of the sequence XY given the frequency of X) tends to be higher within words than across word boundaries (Harris, 1955; Swingley, 2005) . Syllables that occur together consistently (i.e., with high transitional probability) indicate reliable sequences that (likely) form cohesive words in the language. In contrast, across word boundaries, the probabilities tend to be substantially lower because a given word can be surrounded by many other words, as in the phrases happy baby, crying baby, baby sister, and baby laughing. For example, in infant-directed speech, approximately 80% of the time infants hear the syllable "pre" it is followed by the syllable "ty," as in the word "pretty"; the probability that "ty" is followed by "ba," as in the phrase "pretty baby," is only around 0.03% (Saffran, 2003) . Thus, syllable transitional probabilities are patterns that infants can use to initially detect words in the speech stream, which allows them to access other language-specific word boundary cues, such as lexical stress (Thiessen & Saffran, 2003) .
Surface form variation compounds the complexity of detecting syllable sequence patterns. To use statistical regularities to segment words, infants must recognize acoustically distinct tokens of syllable sequences when they occur in different voices and utterances. For example, the sequence "baby" sounds different depending on who says it (mother, father, grandparent), their speaking style (happy, sad, infant-directed, adult-directed) , and the sentential context in which it occurs (in isolation, in fluent speech, in utterance initial, final, or medial position). Such inter-and intraspeaker variability is a key feature of natural language learning environments. Infants must detect occurrences of disparate word tokens to take advantage of syllable transitional probability patterns that indicate word boundaries. The present experiments investigate this challenge by scrutinizing the conditions of voice variability that enable versus hinder infants' success in segmenting words.
This work explores an intriguing paradox in the effects of variation on information processing. Prior evidence indicates that surface form variation disrupts infant and adult lexical processing (e.g., Houston & Jusczyk, 2000; Mullennix, Pisoni, & Martin, 1989; Singh et al., 2004) , but high variation can sometimes promote the detection of underlying commonalities. For example, in early word recognition, after hearing words produced by one speaker with high variation in affect (Singh, 2008) or produced by a wide range of speakers (Houston, 1999) , infants can effectively generalize representations to recognize words in novel and distinct voices. In contrast, when infants hear words produced with low variation in affect or speakers' voices, they fail to perform this generalization. Similarly, providing infants with high variation in the voices producing minimal-pair object labels (i.e., labels that differ by a single phoneme) facilitates learning (Rost & McMurray, 2009 ), but when infants hear minimal-pair labels with low variation in the tokens of the labels, infants fail to learn them (Werker, Fennell, Corcoran, & Stager, 2002) . There is also recent evidence that high variation in voices promotes infants' detection of phonotactic patterns (Seidl, Cristia, & Onishi, 2014) . Furthermore, across linguistic and nonlinguistic domains and across infancy and adulthood, learning is more robust in conditions of high variation than in conditions of low variation (Gómez, 2002; Needham, Dueker, & Lockhead, 2005 ; see also Quinn & Bhatt, 2005) . Whereas exposure to multiple tokens of category members promotes stronger generalization to new exemplars and stronger knowledge of underlying structure, low variation may promote attention to differences among exemplars.
In a series of experiments, we examined whether conditions of high and low variation in surface form details (i.e., speakers' voices) affect infants' ability to detect patterns of syllable transitional probabilities for word segmentation. We first tested whether infants could determine the statistical regularities that mark word boundaries in fluent speech when the speech stream incorporated several different speakers. In Experiment 1, infants heard an artificial language consisting of monotone, continuous speech in which transitional probability patterns provided the only reliable word segmentation cue (Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1998) . However, the speech stream contained a high degree of acoustic variation. The language was produced by eight different voices that changed frequently, after every 10 to 20 syllables-somewhat analogous to conversational turn-taking.
We tested 7-to 8-and 10-to 11-month-olds because these ages are similar to those used in tests of infant statistical learning and word recognition (Houston & Jusczyk, 2000; Pelucchi, Hay, & Saffran, 2009; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; Singh, 2008; Singh et al., 2004) . Across previous studies, infants have displayed reliable statistical learning abilities, but these ages also represent points of change in how variation affects word recognition. At around 8 months of age, change in a speaker's voice disrupts word recognition for native-language words, but at around 10 to 11 months of age, recognition is more robust to changes in voice (Houston & Jusczyk, 2000; Schmale & Seidl, 2009; Singh et al., 2004; Singh, White, et al., 2008) . Thus, the ages of participants in our experiments were selected to examine the development of sensitivity to high and low voice variation.
We predicted that infants' statistical learning abilities would be robust to variation across several voices. The key task in the experiment was to attend to syllable-level transitional probabilities to segment words, while disregarding variation in voice or integrating learning across multiple voices. Following from prior demonstrations of the facilitative role of voice variation, the high variation in speakers in Experiment 1 should support infants' attention to syllable patterns, prevent focus on voice features, and thus prevent comparisons across voices or separation of information presented by each voice.
By testing these predictions, the present study allows us to address an unresolved issue in research on language acquisition: whether or not statistical learning can scale up to meet the kinds of challenges that infants face in their natural language environments (Frank, Tenenbaum, & Gibson, 2013; Graf Estes, 2012; This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Tyler, 2010; Pelucchi et al., 2009) . Learning from distributional patterns, or statistical learning, is hypothesized to contribute to the acquisition of many levels of linguistic structure, including phonemes (Maye, Werker, & Gerken, 2002; Yoshida, Pons, Maye, & Werker, 2010) , words (Graf Estes, Evans, Alibali, & Saffran, 2007; Lany & Saffran, 2011; Lew-Williams, Pelucchi, & Saffran, 2011) , and grammar (Gerken, Wilson, & Lewis, 2005; Mintz, 2003; Saffran & Wilson, 2003) . It may also underlie infants' learning of the structure of visual stimuli (Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Kirkham, Slemmer, & Johnson, 2002; Roseberry, Richie, HirshPasek, Golinkoff, & Shipley, 2011) . To date, most of our knowledge of statistical learning derives from well-controlled experimental paradigms using input with relatively simplified structure. This input lacks certain dimensions of complexity and variation inherent in "real world" input. Although it is clear that infants are skilled at extracting structure across stimulus domains, we know relatively little about how infants deploy statistical learning mechanisms when they encounter the complexity-related challenges that are built into their natural environments. Previous investigations have yielded evidence both supporting and questioning the scalability of statistical learning mechanisms, particularly in experiments that introduced word-length variability. When presented with an artificial language containing two-and three-syllable words, Johnson and Tyler (2010) found that infants failed to find word boundaries, suggesting that infants may not use transitional probability patterns effectively across words with varying lengths. However, other studies show that infants successfully track probability patterns across varying word lengths when highly familiar words appear intermittently in artificial languages (Mersad & Nazzi, 2012) , and when listening to natural, highly variable sentences (Lew-Williams et al., 2011; Pelucchi et al., 2009) . The findings regarding word length variability highlight the importance of incorporating natural language characteristics into statistical learning tasks. Here, we extend this question of scalability using a pervasive feature of natural language environments, variation in voices. Mothers, fathers, siblings, friends, other caregivers, and other family members all speak to infants, and infants must "listen through" the noise to determine the relevant structures in speech. By examining how infants integrate their learning of patterns across voices, this investigation represents a rigorous test of whether statistical learning supports language acquisition. In four experiments, we reveal both robustness and weakness in how infants cope with surface variation during statistical word segmentation.
Experiment 1
Infants participated in a statistical word segmentation task in which eight different female voices presented a fluent speech stream that contained transitional probability cues to word boundaries. If infants can track patterns of syllable occurrences despite changes in voice, they should successfully segment words from the speech stream and recognize them during testing. Word segmentation performance was measured by comparing the infants' listening duration (operationalized as looking time) to the statistically defined, high transitional probability words from the speech stream versus the low-probability sequences that crossed word boundaries in the stream, termed "part-words." If infants segment the speech, their listening times should differentiate between the relatively familiar words and novel part-words.
Method
Participants. Fifty infants participated in Experiment 1. Half were 7-to 8-month-olds (M ϭ 8.3 months; range ϭ 7.8 -8.8; 12 females) and half were 10-to 11-month-olds (M ϭ 10.8 months; range ϭ 10.3-11.0 months; 14 females). All infants came from English-speaking homes; at least 95% of their language exposure was to English. Ten infants (n ϭ 5 at each age) heard between 1 to 4 hr per week of a second language at home or in childcare. Before analyzing the data, 10 additional infants were excluded because of fussiness (i.e., crying, whining, hiding eyes; n ϭ 4), excessive movement (n ϭ 5), or experimenter error (n ϭ 1). One additional infant in each age group was identified as an outlier (listening time difference to words vs. part-words greater than 2.5 SD from the full group mean) and was excluded from analyses.
Stimuli. Segmentation phase. During segmentation, infants listened to an artificial language consisting of a continuous stream of four disyllabic novel words. To control for arbitrary listening preferences for test items, there were two counterbalanced versions of the language (originally designed by Graf Estes et al., 2007) . The words in Language A were timay, dobu, gapi, and moku. The words in Language B were pimo, kuga, buti, and maydo. The counterbalancing allowed the same test items to be used for both language versions. As shown in Table 1 , the test items that were words in Language A were part-words in Language B, and vice versa. Infants were randomly assigned to listen to Language A or B.
The artificial language had a frequency-balanced design to equate the frequency of the word and part-word test items during the segmentation phase, but maintain the difference in internal transitional probability (Aslin et al., 1998) . In the language, two of the words occurred with high frequency, 180 times each, and two occurred with low frequency, 90 times each. All words had transitional probabilities of 1.0, because the syllables occurred together with perfect consistency. For example, in Language A, the low-frequency words were timay and dobu, and the high-frequency words were gapi and moku. An important component of the design is that half of the occurrences of each high frequency word preceded another high-frequency word (e.g., gapi#moku and moku#gapi). This formed two frequently occurring part-words (pimo and kuga) that crossed the word boundaries exactly 90 times.
Thus, the test items consisted of the low-frequency words and the part-words formed from the conjunction of the high-frequency words. Given this structure, part-word test items had internal transitional probabilities of .5; the word test items had internal transitional probabilities of 1.0, but all test items occurred with This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
equal frequency in the speech stream. This design provides a stringent test of whether infants attend to familiarity or probability during segmentation. The low probability of the part-words indicates that they occur across word boundaries, whereas the high probability of the words indicates that they are coherent units. Eight female English speakers recorded speech samples to create the artificial language. The speakers were between the ages of 19 and 26. They were selected to present variation in female voices. All began learning English from birth or as young children. Although four speakers were bilingual (learning Mandarin Chinese, Portuguese, or Polish from infancy or Korean from childhood), they were fluent in English and did not have strong nonnative accents, as confirmed by adult ratings discussed below. Table 2 shows the mean speaking rate (measured by syllable length) and pitch (measured by fundamental frequency, F0) for each speaker.
To examine possible perceptual differences between the voices, we collected measurements from 10 adult listeners. We created fluent 5 second audio files of each speaker producing the artificial language (Language A). The listeners heard audio files from two different speakers, and then judged the similarity of the voices on a scale from 1 (very similar) to 5 (very different). Each listener heard all possible voice pairings. Table 3 shows the mean similarity ratings for each voice. The overall mean similarity rating was 3.35 (SD ϭ 1.26), indicating that the voices sounded moderately different from one another. Across speakers, there was a relatively small range of similarity scores, suggesting that no voice stood out as sounding highly distinct from the other voices.
To compare the voices from the artificial language against the test items, which were presented in a novel female voice, the listeners also heard each audio file presented against the four test items from Language A (with 500 ms of silence between each item). The mean similarity rating for the test items was 3.54 (SD ϭ 1.12), which was similar in magnitude to the comparison of voices within the artificial language (Table 3) . Because four of the speakers were bilingual from childhood, we also asked the listeners to judge the degree to which each speaker sounded like a native English speaker. They used a scale from 1 (definitely a native speaker) to 5 (definitely not a native speaker). The bilingual speakers (speakers 1, 4, 5, 6) had a mean native speaker judgment score of 2.80 (SD ϭ .74); the monolingual speakers had a mean score of 2.38 (SD ϭ .62). The difference across groups was not significant, t(9) ϭ 1.87, p ϭ .094. Thus, the bilingual speakers were not rated as significantly less native-sounding than the monolingual English speakers.
To create the artificial language, each speaker recorded monotone three-syllable sequences that incorporated all of the possible coarticulation contexts present in the language. Each speaker was instructed to maintain a consistent pitch and speaking rate. All of the syllables were normalized for intensity using Praat, and the middle syllables were excised and spliced together to form a fluent speech stream. This recording and splicing method reduced the chance for the speakers to inadvertently introduce supplemental word boundary cues. The speech stream did not contain pauses or other reliable acoustic cues to word boundaries. Transitional probability patterns provided the only consistent cue.
To manipulate speaker variation, syllables from each speaker were spliced together in sequences that ranged from 10 to 20 syllables long, lasting between 3 and 7 s. The order of speakers was randomized. We created the stimuli using eight speakers to reduce the possibility that infants could segment the words by listening to a single voice. Across the eight speakers, the average number of complete repetitions of the two low-frequency words (i.e., the test items) was 10 per speaker; the average number of complete repetitions for the two high-frequency words was 21 per speaker. The remaining 40 word tokens occurred in midword speaker changes. Therefore, if infants segregate input by voice, they would hear few tokens of each item. But if they recognize words across voices, they would hear vastly more repetitions of each item. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
There were 71 voice changes across the duration of the 6-min speech stream (6:06 min for Language A, 6:03 min for Language B), which played at a level approximating conversational speech, around 65 dB. To prevent the changes in voice from introducing a word boundary cue, each individual sequence was randomly assigned to start at a word onset or at the second syllable; 31 (out of 71) voice changes occurred at word onsets and 40 changes occurred within words. This means that 7% of the full set of words in the language (40 of 540 total tokens) occurred with a midword speaker change. In natural speech, infants may encounter midword speaker changes when one person interrupts another, but such changes are likely to be uncommon in infants' input. However, we used this manipulation because it was important to ensure that the word boundary information was provided by transitional probabilities, not by the acoustic cue of the voice change. Changing speakers consistently at word boundaries would provide supplemental information to facilitate segmentation. While infants' use of voice as a segmentation cue is an interesting issue in itself, the goal here was to investigate infants' use of statistical cues to word boundaries above and beyond voice variation.
Test phase. The test items were recorded by a female speaker who did not produce syllables for the segmentation phase. She recorded the items in citation form (i.e., as isolated tokens) and she was instructed to use a monotone speaking style to mimic the speech in the segmentation phase. Her mean pitch was 234 Hz, which is slightly higher than the range of the female voices used during the segmentation phase. Repetitions of the test items were separated by 750 ms of silence.
For the visual stimulus during the test phase, the word and part-word test items were paired with a consistent visual animation of an orange oval rotating in a circle. Attention to the audio-visual stimuli (i.e., looking time) was used to measure infants' listening time to the test items.
Procedure. During the segmentation phase, the infant and his or her parent sat in a small sound-attenuated room and were allowed to play quietly with a small set of toys. The artificial language exposure was passive and had a fixed length (6 min). The parent was instructed to talk as little as possible and to refrain from discussing the artificial language playing over the loudspeakers. Following the segmentation phase, the infant and parent moved to the test booth. The infant sat on the parent's lap approximately 3 ft from a large TV screen. The visual stimuli appeared within a white rectangle at the center of the screen and the sounds played over integrated speakers. A camera mounted below the screen allowed the experimenter, located in a separate booth, to monitor the infant's behavior. To prevent bias, the parent listened to masking music on headphones and the experimenter was blind to the identity of the stimuli being presented.
When the parent and child entered the test booth, the parent heard brief reminder instructions for the test phase. Because of this delay, infants heard a 30-s refamiliarization with the artificial language before testing. The refamiliarization played during a soundless animated cartoon clip to encourage the infant's attention. The cartoon and language played continuously regardless of the infant's looking behavior.
Test trials began immediately after the refamiliarization. The program Habit X (Cohen, Atkinson, & Chaput, 2004 ) was used to control the presentation of the test items in an infant-controlled auditory preference procedure. Each trial began with an attentiongetting cartoon. When the infant looked at the screen, the experimenter triggered the presentation of a test trial consisting of repeated tokens of a word or part-word paired with a visual animation. The trial continued to play until the infant looked away for at least 1 s or looked for a maximum of 20 s. Each of the four test items (two words, two part-words) was presented four times in a pseudorandom order for each participant.
Habit X recorded the duration of the infant's attention to each test item. The measure of listening time to word and part-word test items used in the auditory preference procedure is similar to the measure used in other tasks with a central fixation point (Shi & Werker, 2001; Shi, Werker, & Cutler, 2006) , as well as the headturn preference procedure used in many studies of word segmentation and statistical learning (e.g., Houston & Jusczyk, 2000; Saffran et al., 1996; Singh et al., 2004) .
Preliminary analyses revealed no significant effects of gender or language version (A or B). Therefore, subsequent analyses collapsed across these variables. However, there was a significant effect of test block for the first eight trials (Block 1) versus the last eight trials (Block 2), with four word and four part-word trials per block. Test block was included in statistical analyses (for similar block effects see Gerken et al., 2005; Sahni, Seidenberg, & Saffran, 2010) . Importantly, each test item occurred twice within each block, enabling a direct comparison between infants' performance in the first versus second half of the test phase.
Results and Discussion
A 2 (Age Group: 7-8 months vs. 10 -11 months; between subjects) ϫ 2 (Test Item: words vs. part-words; within subjects) ϫ 2 (Test Block: 1 vs. 2; within subjects) mixed-design ANOVA of listening time was performed to examine learning. There were two significant effects. First, there was a significant main effect of test block, F (1, 48) To explore the significant interaction of Test Item ϫ Test Block, we analyzed performance separately for Blocks 1 and 2. In Block 1, infants listened significantly longer to words (M ϭ 11.05 s, SD ϭ 3.65) than to part-words (M ϭ 9.66 s, SD ϭ 3.16), paired samples t(49) ϭ 3.68, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ .40. In Block 2, the difference in listening time to words (M ϭ 6.45 s, SD ϭ 2.81) versus part-words (M ϭ 7.03 s, SD ϭ 3.61) was not statistically significant, t(49) ϭ Ϫ1.66, p ϭ .103, d ϭ .18. Figure 1 shows the pattern of performance across ages and blocks. The graph illustrates the significant familiarity (word) preference that infants exhibited during the first block of trials. Follow-up analyses confirmed that the word preference held when each age group was analyzed separately: 10-to 11-month-olds listened longer to the word test items in Block 1, t(24) ϭ 2.22, p ϭ .036, d ϭ .41. Seven-to 8-month-olds showed the same pattern, t(24) ϭ 2.96, p ϭ .007, d ϭ .40. Figure 1 also illustrates that infants in both age groups showed no reliable preference during the second block, but the preference tended to shift toward a novelty (part-word) preference. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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This pattern was also consistent across ages: 10-to 11-month-olds showed no reliable preference in Block 2, t (24) In sum, 7-to 8-and 10-to 11-month-old infants reliably differentiated the word and part-word test items when the language was presented by eight voices. The effect was strongest during the first block of test trials. Based on Hunter and Ames's (1988) model of infant attention, the familiarity preference exhibited in Block 1 is consistent with a pattern that infants display when a task is difficult or when they are still mastering new information (see also Houston-Price & Nakai, 2004; Hunter, Ames, & Koopman, 1983) . The learning task in Experiment 1 was designed to be challenging, in that infants had to detect the consistent syllable patterns despite substantial acoustic variation. They then had to recognize the segmented words in a new voice and differentiate them from other highly frequent (but low probability) syllable sequences. Given the complexity of the task, it is not surprising that infants displayed learning via a familiarity (vs. novelty) preference for the statistically defined words.
There was also a tendency for preference patterns to change over the course of testing, as seen in previous work by Sahni et al. (2010) and Gerken et al. (2005) . The reliable familiarity preference in the first block did not persist in the second test block. Based on Hunter and Ames's (1988) model, we propose that during testing, infants may have first recognized the word-like test items as the units they heard during segmentation, and these items initially held their attention. With additional exposure, infants had the opportunity to process the words repeatedly, reducing their interest in these words over time. Importantly, "training" and "testing" are investigator-applied labels; learning does not halt at the end of training. Infants presumably learned from exposure to each test item, which in turn affected their attention incrementally on subsequent test trials. The observed shift away from a familiarity preference showcases the importance of analyzing attention-based experimental measures across time.
The results of Experiment 1 demonstrate that by 7 to 8 months of age, infants' statistical segmentation abilities are robust to acoustic variation produced by changes in voice. To succeed in the task, infants also had to recognize new tokens of segmented words when they were produced by a novel voice. The voice was an additional female voice and was acoustically similar to the voices from the segmentation phase, particularly in fundamental frequency. To use words that are discovered via statistical learning, it is necessary for infants to generalize the representations of words across wider variation. Graf Estes (2012) reported that after segmenting words from a speech stream produced by a single consistent female voice, 10-month-olds recognized the words when they were produced by a male voice (see also Finley, 2013; Vouloumanos, Brosseau-Liard, Balaban, & Hager, 2012 , for related findings with adults). Can infants also generalize representations of newly segmented words when learning takes place under conditions of surface variation? The combined challenges of learning amid acoustic variation plus recognizing words in a novel distinct voice may be too difficult for infants. Furthermore, the consistencies in the female voices that presented the segmentation phase in Experiment 1 may preclude generalization to a more acoustically distant voice. Alternatively, statistical learning may be sufficiently robust that infants can track syllable transitional probability patterns despite voice changes and subsequently recognize segmented words when spoken in a highly distinct voice. Experiment 2 tested these possibilities.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, infants listened to the same segmentation speech stream as in Experiment 1, which was produced by eight female voices. During testing, infants heard test items presented in a male voice. Infants were required to segment the words despite voice variation and then recognize tokens of the words in isolation when presented in a novel voice with significant perceptual distance from their initial learning experience. Seven-to 8-montholds participated in Experiment 2 because this is close to the age at which generalization across voices interferes with word recognition in infants' native languages (Houston & Jusczyk, 2000; Schmale & Seidl, 2009; Singh et al., 2004) . This age group allowed for a conservative test of whether statistical word segmentation can withstand voice variation during learning and word recognition.
Method
Participants. The participants were twenty-four 7-to 8-month-olds (M ϭ 8.1 months; range ϭ 7.6 -8.5 months; 12 females). The infants met the same inclusion criteria as in Experiment 1. All were from English-speaking homes. Two infants heard a second language for 1 to 2 hr per week. Nine additional infants were excluded from the analyses because of fussiness (n ϭ 6), excessive movement (n ϭ 2), or experimenter error (n ϭ 1). One additional infant was identified as an outlier using the same criteria as Experiment 1 and was excluded from the analyses.
Stimuli. Segmentation phase. The infants listened to the same artificial languages as in Experiment 1.
Test items. The test items were the same words and part-words as in Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, the test items were produced by a male voice. The speaker was a monolingual English speaker 36 years of age. The mean pitch was 121 Hz, which is substantially 
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lower than the frequency of the female voice test items in Experiment 1 and the voices from the segmentation phase (Table 2) . Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 1. Preliminary analyses revealed no differences in performance based on language version or gender. Subsequent analyses collapsed across these variables.
Results and Discussion
A 2 (Test Item: words vs. part-words) ϫ 2 (Test Block: 1 vs. 2) repeated measures ANOVA of listening time was performed to examine learning. There was a significant effect of test block, F(1, 23) ϭ 30.1, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ .567. Infants listened significantly longer during Block 1 (M ϭ 11.84 s, SD ϭ 3.75) than during Block 2 (M ϭ 7.97 s, SD ϭ 3.50). There was also a significant effect of test item, F(1, 23) ϭ 7.53, p ϭ .012, p 2 ϭ .247. Infants listened significantly longer to the words (M ϭ 10.28 s, SD ϭ 3.38) than to the part-words (M ϭ 9.52 s, SD ϭ 3.14).
The interaction of test item and block was not significant, F(1, 23) ϭ 2.64, p ϭ .118, p 2 ϭ .103. However, infants' performance in each block was examined separately to maintain consistency with Experiment 1. Figure 1 shows the infants' listening time separated by block. Similar to Experiment 1, the figure illustrates that the greater attention to words was primarily driven by Block 1, paired samples t (23) These findings indicate that 7-to 8-month-old infants recognized the statistically defined words when they were produced in a novel and acoustically distinct voice. They effectively confronted the added challenge of generalizing representations of words they had previously segmented from a varying speech stream.
Experiment 3
Experiments 1 and 2 showed that infants can statistically segment words amid acoustic variation and generalize representations of segmented words to a novel voice. The voice variation across eight speakers was high. However, a common language-learning scenario is for infants to hear two dominant voices (e.g., two parents). The results of previous experiments with infants and adults suggest that conditions of high variation should support learning when the important task is to extract invariant structure (e.g., Gómez, 2002; Lively, Logan, & Pisoni, 1993; Perry, Samuelson, Malloy, & Schiffer, 2010; Singh, 2008) . But it is not yet clear whether the high surface variation present in Experiments 1 and 2 was essential for the infants to learn, or whether they would also be successful under conditions of lower variation. Low variation may encourage learners to focus on differences across exemplars, focusing attention on comparisons of features rather than underlying commonalities that signal relevant structure; we return to this idea in the General Discussion in reference to a recent exemplar-based model of memory. In some cases, low variation may promote learning, as in studies showing that low variation promotes learning of novel verbs (Maguire, Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff, & Brandone, 2008) and spatial categories (Casasola, 2005) via increased attention to relational patterns. But for statistical word segmentation, low variation in voice may boost the salience of the voices themselves, preventing infants from uniting the voices and tracking occurrences of syllables and words across them. That is, low variation in voice may promote infants' attention to irrelevant voice details at the expense of attending to the underlying syllable patterns. Thus, the resilience of statistical word segmentation to variation in voice may only hold under conditions of high surface form variation. Experiment 3 tested these possibilities by exposing infants to a speech stream spoken by just two speakers.
Method
Participants. The participants were twenty-five 7-to 8-month-olds (M ϭ 7.9 months, range ϭ 7.5-8.5 months; 12 females) and twenty-five 10-to 11-month-olds (M ϭ 11.2 months, range ϭ 10.7-11.6 months; 14 females). The infants met the same inclusion criteria as in Experiment 1. All came from Englishspeaking homes. Five infants heard a second language for 1 to 3 hr per week (n ϭ 2 at 7 to 8 months; n ϭ 3 at 10 to 11 months). Nine additional infants were excluded from the analyses because of fussiness (n ϭ 5), excessive movement (n ϭ 1), or experimenter or equipment error (n ϭ 3).
Stimuli. Infants listened to an artificial language with the same structure as the language described in Experiment 1. In Experiment 3, we used speech recordings from two of the original speakers from Experiment 1, namely, speakers 1 and 4. We selected the two voices because they sounded distinct, yet were representative of the range of the voices in the full set (Table 3) . To test infants in conditions of moderate-but not extremevariability, we did not use the most distinct speakers in terms of pitch, speaking rate, or perceived similarity to other voices. For example, the speakers used in Experiment 3 ranked second and seventh in overall similarity to the other voices. They also ranked fifth and sixth in pitch, and second and third in speaking rate (Table 2, Language A). As shown in Table 3 , the speakers had comparable ratings for their similarity to the test voice. The speakers were both bilingual from childhood (Speaker 1 spoke Portuguese, Speaker 4 spoke Mandarin Chinese), but neither spoke English with a notable non-native accent. Both speakers scored near the midpoint on the 1 (definitely a native speaker of English) to 5 (definitely not a native speaker) scale; they ranked as sounding more native-like than Speaker 2, who spoke only English. Overall, the two voices provided a balanced window into the effects of low (vs. high) voice variability on statistical word segmentation. In subsequent research, it will be important to replicate this task using other combinations of voices to ensure that the findings generalize beyond the specific voice pair presented here.
As in Experiment 1, the voice changed after every 10 to 20 syllables (3 to 7 s), but in Experiment 3, the voices alternated between two speakers. The speaker changes occurred as described in Experiment 1. The test items were identical to Experiment 1 (i.e., female voice).
Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiments 1 and 2. There were no differences in performance between the counterbalanced languages or between genders. Therefore, we collapsed across language and gender in subsequent analyses.
Results and Discussion
A 2 (Age Group: 7-8 months vs. 10 -11 months; between subjects) ϫ 2 (Test Item: words vs. part-words; within subjects) ϫ This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
2 (Test Block: 1 vs. 2; within subjects) mixed-design ANOVA of listening time was performed to examine learning. The main effect of age group was significant, F(1, 48) ϭ 4.29, p ϭ .04, p 2 ϭ .082. The younger infants listened significantly longer (M ϭ 9.60 s, SD ϭ 2.95) than the older infants (M ϭ 7.94, SD ϭ 2.71). There was also a main effect of test block, F(1, 48) Figure 2 shows infants' listening times in Experiment 3. For consistency with Experiments 1 and 2, we have shown performance broken down by block, despite the nonsignificant block effects. The difference in listening times to words versus partwords was not significant in either block (ps Ͼ .4) or at either age (ps Ͼ .3). Infants' failure to differentiate the high transitional probability words and low probability part-words is consistent with the conclusion that the younger and older infants did not detect words in the language produced by two speakers rather than eight speakers. Note that we tested infants at ages at which they have shown vulnerability (around 7 to 8 months) and resilience (around 10 to 11 months) to voice changes during word recognition in prior research (e.g., Houston & Jusczyk, 2000; Singh et al., 2004) , and we found no evidence of learning in either age group. It is always difficult to interpret the source of a null finding, and this experiment was not designed to uncover precisely what infants learned, if anything, in this condition. What is clear is that infants who heard only two speakers did not show clear evidence of learning the structure of the artificial language.
This conclusion is supported by comparing these results with those obtained in Experiments 1 and 2, in which infants at both ages successfully segmented the language when it was produced by eight different speakers. To directly test whether infants showed stronger evidence of learning from high speaker variation relative to low variation, we compared performance across Experiments 1 and 3. We performed a 2 (Age Group; between subjects) ϫ 2 (Trial Type; within subjects) ϫ 2 (Test Block; within subjects) ϫ 2 (Experiment: 1 [8 speakers] vs. 3 [2 speakers]; between subjects) mixed-design ANOVA. The significant main effects were test block, F(1, 96) ϭ 133.28, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ .581, revealing that infants listened longer during the first block than during the second block, and age group, F(1, 96) ϭ 4.79, p ϭ .031, p 2 ϭ .048, revealing that younger infants listened longer than older infants. There was a significant interaction of Trial Type ϫ Test Block, F(1, 96) ϭ 96.0, p ϭ .023, p 2 ϭ .053, which was superseded by a significant three-way interaction of Trial Type ϫ Test Block ϫ Experiment, F(1, 96) , ϭ 7.02, p ϭ .009, p 2 ϭ .068. The remaining main effects and interactions were not significant (all ps Ͼ .06).
To interpret the three-way interaction, we considered the block effects observed previously and performed a two-way Trial type ϫ Experiment ANOVA separately for Block 1. In Block 1, the main effects of trial type (F(1, 98) ϭ 3.60, p ϭ .061, p 2 ϭ .035) and experiment were not significant (F Ͻ 1), but there was a significant interaction of Trial Type ϫ Experiment, F(1, 98) ϭ 9.70, p ϭ .002, p 2 ϭ .090. Thus, the difference in listening time to words versus part-words at test differed reliably depending on whether infants heard eight voices (Experiment 1) or two voices (Experiment 3) during segmentation. As shown previously, only infants who heard eight voices listened significantly longer to words than part-words (during Block 1), whereas infants who heard two voices did not.
Experiment 4
A consideration following from the results of Experiment 3 is that the 6-min exposure to two voices may have been insufficient to yield evidence of learning. Infants may have been learning and progressing toward a test item preference that would indicate successful segmentation of the speech stream. Thus, with additional exposure, infants could potentially demonstrate a consistent test item preference. We tested this possibility by extending the length of the artificial language exposure by 50% (to 9 min) for a group of 7-to 8-month-old infants. If infants were on the cusp of revealing evidence of learning, the additional exposure should move them toward reliable differentiation of the test items (either toward a familiarity or novelty preference; see Hunter & Ames, 1988) . However, if infants again demonstrate no preference for the word or part-word test items (like the 7-to 8-month-olds and 10-to 11-month-old infants in Experiment 3), it would strengthen our proposal that infants do not segment speech as readily from two voices relative to eight voices.
Method
Participants. The participants were twenty-five 7-to 8-month-old infants (M ϭ 8.2 months, range ϭ 7.7-8.6 months; 13 females). The infants met the same inclusion criteria as in Experiment 1. All came from English-speaking homes. Four infants heard a second language for 1 to 4 hr per week. Four additional infants were excluded from analyses because of fussiness.
Stimuli. Infants listened to an artificial language with the same design as described in Experiment 3. The listening time was This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
extended by 50% by taking the first 3 min of the language and copying and splicing it to the end of the original 6-min sequence. The infants heard an additional 90 repetitions of the highfrequency words and an additional 45 repetitions of the lowfrequency words (that served as test items in the test phase). The part-words used during the test phase also occurred 45 additional times relative to the exposure in Experiment 3. The test items were identical to the test items used in Experiments 1 and 3. Procedure. The procedure was identical to the previous experiments. There were no differences in performance between the counterbalanced languages or between genders. Therefore, we collapsed across language and gender in subsequent analyses. Figure 2 shows infants' listening times separated by test block. The listening times to words versus part-words were not significant in either block (ps Ͼ .5). These findings replicate the null trial type effects observed in Experiment 3. Collectively, we have three demonstrations that infants fail to differentiate word and part-word test items after listening to an artificial language comprised of two voices: 8-month-olds and 10-month-olds with 6 min of language exposure, and 8-month-olds with 9 min of exposure. The replication across ages and across exposure durations supports the conclusion that infants do not demonstrate evidence of learning with low variation in voice. Importantly, we have also reported three demonstrations that infants do exhibit learning of the same artificial language when it is spoken in eight distinct voices: 8-montholds and 10-month-olds in Experiment 1 (when tested with a novel female voice), and 8-month-olds in Experiment 2 (when tested with a novel male voice).
Results and Discussion

General Discussion
This research is the first to our knowledge to examine how voice variation affects infants' learning about the statistical structure of fluent speech. In Experiments 1 and 2, we found that infants successfully detected statistical regularities that marked word boundaries in a speech stream produced by eight different speakers. Seven-to 8-month-olds and 10-to 11-month-olds recognized statistically defined words produced by a novel female voice during testing. Moreover, 7-to 8-month-olds recognized the words produced by a novel male voice that was perceptually distinct from voices in the segmentation speech stream. The results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that infants' learning of the statistical regularities that determine word boundaries is resilient to surface form variation. However, when the same speech stream was presented by only two female voices in Experiments 3 and 4, infants failed to show evidence of successful word segmentation. Thus, the degree of variation in the speech stream affected infants' learning. Infants showed clear evidence of learning from the speech stream with high variation in voice, but no evidence of learning the same linguistic structure produced with low variation in voice. We propose that high variation across voices helps infants detect the invariant underlying structure of syllable patterns in fluent speech.
Processing variation in voice is not a trivial problem for young language learners. They are still determining which sound variants make meaningful distinctions between words and which do not (Stager & Werker, 1997) . But as infants gain experience with speech, either across development (Houston & Jusczyk, 2000; Singh et al., 2004) or with increased exposure to frequent words (Singh, Nestor, & Bortfeld, 2008) , the ability to attend to relevant phonemic variation during word recognition and listen through irrelevant voice information becomes more robust. The present research demonstrated a mechanism that is even more demanding than identifying individual words across surface changes. In Experiments 1 and 2, infants detected sound sequence regularities being presented with a range of individual voices that differed in pitch, speaking rate, and articulation patterns, among other features. Infants had to track and store relations between syllables across surface form variation and across time-all in an unfamiliar, pause-free speech context lacking prosodic word boundary cues. At test, infants then recognized statistically defined words when they occurred in a new voice that was either similar (Experiment 1) or dissimilar (Experiment 2) to the voices they heard during exposure to the speech stream.
Infants' successful learning from the speech stream with high variation in voice does not mean that learning was unaffected by variation. Even adults experience degradation in lexical processing amid speaker variation (Goldinger, 1998; Goldinger et al., 1991; Mullennix et al., 1989; Palmeri et al., 1993) . Patterns in infants' direction of listening preferences can provide insight about the effects of high variation on infants' learning. A recent experiment used the same artificial language stimuli as the present experiments, except that the full language and the test items occurred in a consistent voice (Graf Estes, 2012) . Ten-month-olds segmented the speech, showing a reliable preference for part-words. The novelty (i.e., part-word) preference is consistent with numerous prior statistical word segmentation experiments (Aslin et al., 1998; Johnson & Jusczyk, 2001; Saffran et al., 1996; Thiessen, Hill, & Saffran, 2005 ; Experiment 2). However, the novelty preference found in prior research contrasts with the familiarity (word) preference that the infants exhibited in Experiments 1 and 2. What accounts for this difference? One key factor affecting the direction of infants' listening preferences is the demands of the experimental task. According to models of infant attention (Houston-Price & Nakai, 2004; Hunter & Ames, 1988) , when infants are presented with stimuli that they can process readily (e.g., simple stimuli) or when infants have learned thoroughly during familiarization, they typically attend longer to novel test items that differ from the familiarization stimuli. In contrast, when learning is still in progress, infants attend longer to familiar test stimuli (Hunter & Ames, 1988; Thiessen et al., 2005) . Thus, while the present experiments do not offer a direct comparison (and the interpretation must be taken cautiously), the contrast in direction of preference from a single consistent voice (novelty) versus eight voices (familiarity) suggests that processing eight voices was more challenging than a This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
single voice. The successful learning that occurred from eight voices was not thorough enough to induce a novelty preference. Our findings suggest that high speaker variation in Experiments 1 and 2 facilitated learning relative to the low variation in Experiment 3. Given that variation introduces complexity, how does high variation promote learning during statistical word segmentation? Broadly, variation may support learning by highlighting commonalities in critical relevant features and reducing attention to irrelevant features. Variation can help learners to detect features that are not critical for category membership (Apfelbaum, Hazeltine, & McMurray, 2012; Apfelbaum & McMurray, 2011; Perry et al., 2010) . During statistical word segmentation, experience with voice variation in language input may allow infants to extract word structures because it highlights what is constant (syllable probability patterns) across surface-level changes (e.g., pitch, breathiness, and articulation differences). The changes in speaker identity that occurred every 3 to 7 seconds and across eight different voices may have (a) encouraged infants to disregard voice changes as uninformative, and (b) enhanced attention to higher-level syllable regularities. This interpretation is consistent with previous evidence that high variation is more effective than low variation in supporting learning across a variety of tasks and ages (Gómez, 2002; Houston, 1999; Lively et al., 1993; Needham et al., 2005; Rost & McMurray, 2009; Singh, 2008) . Our findings provide the first evidence that high acoustic variation supports rather than hinders the tracking of syllable probability patterns, strengthening the notion that statistical word segmentation supports learning in natural language environments.
The present findings can be further understood within the context of exemplar models of memory. Of particular relevance is Thiessen and Pavlik's (2013) Integrative Minerva (iMinerva) model, designed to reveal how long-term memory shapes learning in a variety of linguistic tasks. This exemplar model provides a useful framework for interpreting the observed effects of high and low variation in voice on word segmentation. It is based on the idea that when learners encounter a novel exemplar of a syllable, it activates prior exemplars based on similarity. Under conditions of high variation during learning, infants encounter novel syllable exemplars that do not closely match in voice characteristics with other recently presented syllable exemplars because the voice changes frequently. However, the novel exemplars consistently match the phonemic characteristics of other recent syllable exemplars. During the model's interpretation process, the representation integrates the novel and prior exemplars, emphasizes their common characteristics (phonemic information), and deemphasizes the variable characteristics (voice). Through an abstraction process, the variable voice characteristics wash out of the representation and the syllable patterns are strengthened and retained. During testing, the words produced in the novel test voice match closely with the phonemic information of the previously segmented words; the novel voice information will not disrupt recognition because it is not an emphasized component of the stored representations.
iMinerva also helps us understand why low variation does not support learning effectively. According to the model, when infants hear two voices during learning, they frequently encounter syllable exemplars that match with recent syllable exemplars that occurred in the same voice. Therefore, consistent voice and phonemic information occur frequently and are both encoded in the representation; neither washes out during abstraction. During testing, the words presented in the novel test voice match in phonemic information, but not voice information. This produces a mismatch between the stored representations and the novel test exemplar, thereby inhibiting infants' abilities to recognize the words.
An additional and related consideration is that low levels of voice variation may push infants to focus on differences between voices, masking the underlying syllable-level regularities and promoting segregation of the speech streams by speaker identity. That is, infants may be led to attend to speaker-level categories, as opposed to word-level categories. This type of overly narrow category formation when processing low levels of variation has been shown in previous research (Singh, 2008 ; see also Gómez, 2002) . Future experiments will be necessary to tease apart what information infants store about speakers and words when tracking probabilistic syllable patterns.
The results of this series of experiments are important for understanding the processes of statistical learning, and for addressing the potential criticism that behaviors in simple lab settings do not generalize to the demands of learning words in everyday language. Previous research has suggested that statistical word segmentation based on transitional probabilities may not function in the presence of varying word length (Johnson & Tyler, 2010) , and it may be a relatively ineffective learning process compared with other types of cues (Endress & Hauser, 2010; Johnson & Jusczyk, 2001; Johnson, Seidl, & Tyler, 2014; Seidl & Johnson, 2006; Yang, 2004) . Incorporating naturalistic challenges into word segmentation tasks is essential for understanding the ultimate bounds of statistical learning. Evidence that statistical word segmentation is robust despite irrelevant (but naturally occurring) surface form variation is important for establishing whether statistical learning is a viable contributor to natural language acquisition. Learners must listen through variation that is ubiquitous and salient-but not highly informative-for linguistic processing, such as variation in speakers' voices, affect, volume, and speaking rate. But critically, this information must not be ignored entirely, as it is important for interpreting natural communicative contexts. Speakers' voices cue infants to speaker identity (e.g., mother vs. father), affect conveys critical emotional content, and volume helps infants fall asleep or avoid danger. The present experiments demonstrate that even communicatively immature infants can effectively listen through high variation in speakers' voices to detect structurally relevant information in syllable transitional probability patterns. Because infants benefited from the presence of high variation, statistical learning mechanisms are meeting a key challenge present in natural languages: that multiple speakers of the ambient language contribute to infants' speech input. This finding supports the notion that statistical learning can scale up to meet naturalistic learning challenges, and in turn, supports accounts of language acquisition that propose a foundational role of distributional learning in language acquisition.
Conclusions
The ability to process speech in acoustic variation is essential for learning and processing language, and investigations of how infants overcome signal complexity are needed for evaluating the explanatory power of statistical learning. The experiments reported here indicate that infants successfully perform statistical word This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
segmentation when many speakers contribute to the speech signal. These findings support the notion that statistical learning can scale up to resolve a salient source of complexity inherent in infants' natural language environments.
